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DPS~uilding Construction - Code Modification Procedure

If your building construction has been disapproved by an inspector, or your building design
plans have been disapproved by a plan reviewer, or a construction code violation has
otherwise been identified, and you cannot practically correct the deficiency, you may
formally request a code modification, Please understand that the modification process is the
solution of last resort and that approval of requests is not guaranteed. You should always first
attempt to work with the code official(s) andor other professional consultants, to find
alternative conforming that would provide equivalent safety.

To request a code modification, you must fill in the attached Code Modification Request
form~completely, citing thespecificcode,regulatiotistandwd (Montgomery County

Code, Executive Regulation, IBC, IMC, NEC, NFPA, ~C, FGC, ~CC, ~RC, etc.) for
which you seek the modification and the relevant chapter/sectiotisubsection number.
Modification requests must be based on practical difficulty in achieving code conformance
and should include proposed alternative methods andor materials that would provide an
equivalent level of safety and protection. A self-imposed hardship generally will not be
accepted as a basis. Explain as clearly and completely as possible the nature of the code
violation, the practical difficulty in complying with the requirements, the extent of
modification requested, and what compensato~ protection or equivalent safety you would
provide to offset deficiencies. When submitting the request, you should document your case
with plans, details, technical data, etc., to illustrate the nature and extent of the code
deficiency; photographs of existing conditions may also be included as exhibits.

In accordance with Executive Regulations 15-03 AM and 18-03, you must pay a
filirr~hearing fee of $105.00 for residential (attached and detached one- and two- family
dwellings) cases, $205.00 for commercial and other cases, and $300.00 for fire code or
combination of buildin~fire code cases. This fee applies to each code section/subsection for
which a modification is requested and is due when you submit the request.

An additional 10~0 Automation Enhancement Fee is charged on the cost(s) listed above.

The Code Modification Advisory Committee conducts hearings each Tuesday (Thursday, if
Tuesday is a holiday) for modification cases received by 3:OOP.M. the preceding Thursday
(Wednesday, if Thursday is a holiday). Although your appearance at the hearings is not
compulsory, the committee strongly urges attendance by the applicant or representative(s) to
ensure the clearest possible understanding of the case; (historically, unattended hearings have
had a poor “track record due to the absence of sufficient information). Where the code
modification involves architectural or engineering design solutions, the committee also
recommends attendance by the appropriate consultant. Modification cases are heard in the
order received and are allotted 15 minutes each for presentation and discussion. At the
conclusion of the beatings, the committee deliberates each case and prepares a written
recommendation for review and approval by the building and fire code officials.

Depending on caseloads, a written decision signed by the division managers will be prepared
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in about one week and mailed to the applicant; at your request, a facsimile copy of the
decision can be transmitted.

If you have further questions about the modification process, please call (240)777-6370.
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